NEWS
Wireless Keypads
JA-81F wireless LCD keypad
JA-81E hard-wired LCD keypad
✓
✓
✓
✓

totally new and slimmer design
big graphical display
wider options for the keypad configuration
luxury version with selectable colour
of the display illumination is also available

Wireless Detectors
JA-80W wireless PIR
motion and MW detector
✓
✓
✓
✓

c ombined detector of the motion and MW
high immunity to false alarms
detection range is 12 m
powered by 1x lithium 3.6V battery

JA-86P wireless dual-zone
PIR motion detector
JS-22 hard-wired dual-zone
PIR motion detector
✓ two zones of detection helps to prevent
false alarms
✓ more immune to moving pets
✓ covering the area of 12 m/120°

TP-83-IR wireless thermostat
with wireless floor temperature measuring
✓w
 ireless thermostat with built-in IR floor
temperature measuring sensor
✓ prevent the risk of the floor damage and keep
the comfortable temperature in the room
✓ offers also remote access to regulate the
heating system

JA-81M wireless door contact
and universal transmitter

JA-80SH wireless
shock sensor

✓ c ombines the detection of door, window
opening with detection of the handling
of roller blinds
✓ it also can be used as a universal transmitter
offering NC/NO input

✓ detect shock/vibration of the protected doors,
windows etc. caused by intruder attempts
to force, smash, drill, saw trough
✓ easy installation by simple calibration procedure
✓ used an advanced digital signal processing
allows a high resistance against false alarms
✓ intelligent memory effect of the previous shocks

LD-81 hard-wired flood detector
✓o
 riginally developed flood detector for all
Jablotron Alarms´ systems
✓ can be connected to JA-81M and JA-60N
✓ takes its power from JA-81M receiver
✓ available also 12V powered version LD-12

JA-83P luxury wireless
motion detector
✓ same detector as JA-80P motion detector but
with smaller housing to be more invisible in each
interior and do not disturb the room design
✓ optional lenses available

JA-83M luxury wireless
door contact
✓ same detector as door opening detector but
with smaller housing to be more invisible in each
interior and do not disturb the room design

Wireless Controllers
RC-86 remote controller
for 2 frequencies
✓
✓
✓
✓

s ame features as RC-80 and RC-44
can be used for 868 MHz as well as 433 MHz
can be also changed into two buttons version
provide optional function-button locking

Communicators
JA-82Y GSM/GPRS
communicator
✓ c ommunicator of a new generation
✓ transfer all the information of the system
via IP communication, SMS or voice
✓ send a voice message to a mobile phone
✓ remote access via OLink software
✓ reports the events up to 2 ARC (CID and SIA protocol)

